ENGLISH

ENGL 3303 - Structure and History of the English Language Roche


ISBN-10: 0-312-45018-4
Paper Text

English 3310- English Literature from 1800 to Present-Writing Intensive Roche


ISBN 978-0-393-91252-4
ISBN 978-0-393-91253-1
ISBN 978-0-393-91254-8

English 3311- Children’s and Adolescent Literature Walden

1. Babbitt, Tuck Everlasting, 0-374-48013-3
2. Cheney, We the People, 1-4169-5418-X
3. Freedman, Lincoln, a Photobiography, 0-395-51848-2
4. Giblin, When the Plague Strikes, 0-06-446195-5
5. Connor, The Hunger Games, 0-439-02352
7. Sachar, Holes, 0-440-41480-6
8. Tafolla, Holy Tortilla and a Pot of Beans, 978-0-916727-49-9
9. Velásquez, Maya’s Divided World, 1-55885-131-3
10. White, Charlotte’s Web 0-06-440055-7

English 3312 -Advanced Composition Roche


English 3312 – S01- Advanced Composition Walden

Raimes and Jerskey, Keys for Writers, Student copy ISBN: 978-0-495-79982-5
English 3315- Classical Literature in Translation

*Walden*


English 4308- American Literature 1865-1940 Writing Intensive

*Walden*


**GEOGRAPHY**

GGR 4302- Geography of Texas

*Syring*


GGR 4304- Geography of North America

*Syring*


**HISTORY**

HST 3305- Europe: 1870-Present

*Hernandez*


ISBN 978-0073107486

HST 3308- History of Mexico

*Hernandez*

Triumphs and Tragedy: A history of Mexican People by Ramon Eduardo Ruiz,

ISBN 978-0393310665

HST 3309- History of Texas

*Overfelt*


RGC Department of Humanities  
Spring 2014  
Book Adoption List

HST 3313- The Mexican American in USA      Hernandez

North to Aztlan: A history of Mexican Americans in the USA 2nd edition  
ISBN 978-0882952437

HST 3313: The Mexican American in United States History      Vela

ISBN: 978-0-882-952437

*Borders and Dreams: Ethnic Realities of Mexican Americans from Colonialism to 21st Century Globalization,* Martin Urbina, Joel Vela, and Juan Sanchez.  
I do not have the ISBN yet. The book will be available in December of this year.

HST 4315- Nineteenth Century U.S. History      Williamson


HST 4318- Modern Russia since 1855      Hernandez


HST 4320- Twentieth Century America      Overfelt

The Rise and Fall of the American Century: the United States from 1890-2010 by  

**ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

ORGL 3300 – Organizational Leadership      Pena

Supervision and Leadership in a Changing World, 1st edition By: Gary Dessler  

ORGL 3302- Case Studies in Leadershipship      Hall


ORGL 3304 Professional Communication for Organizations      Roche
RGC Department of Humanities
Spring 2014
Book Adoption List


ORGL 4300 Human Resources and Risk Management


POLITICAL SCIENCE

PS5316 Special Topics in Public Administration


SPANISH

SPN 3302 – Advanced Spanish Composition


SPN 3303 - The Contemporary Spanish Novel

***NOTE: If you cannot find these editions of the novels, then any other edition will do as long as they are in Spanish.

Cela, Camilo José. La colmena. Madrid: Ediciones Catedra. ISBN 8437607948


Ovejero, José. La invención del amor. Madrid: Alfaguara. ISBN 9780882725369

SPN 3311 - Readings in Spanish Lit. II


SPN 3314 – Culture & Civilization of Spain


SPN 4311 - Readings in Spanish American Lit. II